Business Communication in Barcelona
explore. dream. discover.
Barcelona is an enchanting city with boundless culture, fabled architecture, and a world-class dining scene. Don't miss out on the opportunity to take Business Communications and/or Business and Professional Communication in this beautiful coastal city. This program will combine classroom learning, company visits, various cultural activities, and excursions to give students a deeper understanding of the world as well as complete one of your upper level core business classes and/or your oral communication requirements.

COURSES OFFERED:
BCOM 3373 Business Communication taught by Dr. Barbie Chambers
COMS 2358 Business and Professional Communication taught by Dr. Todd Chambers

LOCATION:
Barcelona, Spain

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS:
Easily the most cosmopolitan city in Spain, Barcelona is a cultural melting pot with something to offer everyone who visits. Alive with music, art, food, literature, and architecture, the city thrives during both the day and night all year long. Barcelona is situated geographically to provide both beautiful beaches and nearby mountains for hiking.
- Excursions to Figueras & Girona
- Excursion to Monsterrat
- Various Cultural activities: tapas workshop, catamaran experience, etc.
- Company visits
- Welcome and Farewell Dinner

PROGRAM DATES:
June 7th - July 8th

"When I got on the plane that would take me to Spain I was filled with apprehension and concern about whether I was making the right decision to embark on the journey. As I got on the plane from Spain back to the US, I was filled with regret that I couldn't stay longer. Studying abroad was the most enriching, life changing experience I've ever had. I learned so much about the world, and more importantly learned a lot about myself. I will forever be grateful for the opportunity I had to go abroad." Will Mallow

"Studying abroad is truly one of the best experiences I've ever had. It takes a lot to go out of your comfort zone and explore the world away from home, but if you get the chance to do so, take it. I don't regret a second of the time I spent in Spain, except not staying longer." Yazmin Lopez
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